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ABSTRACT: Enzymatically degradable polymeric micelles have great potential as drug delivery systems, allowing the selective
release of their active cargo at the site of disease. Furthermore, enzymatic degradation of the polymeric nanocarriers facilitates
clearance of the delivery system after it has completed its task. While extensive research is dedicated toward the design and study of
the enzymatically degradable hydrophobic block, there is limited understanding on how the hydrophilic shell of the micelle can affect
the properties of such enzymatically degradable micelles. In this work, we report a systematic head-to-head comparison of well-
defined polymeric micelles with different polymeric shells and two types of enzymatically degradable hydrophobic cores. To carry
out this direct comparison, we developed a highly modular approach for preparing clickable, spectrally active enzyme-responsive
dendrons with adjustable degree of hydrophobicity. The dendrons were linked with three different widely used hydrophilic
polymerspoly(ethylene glycol), poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline), and poly(acrylic acid) using the CuAAC click reaction. The high
modularity and molecular precision of the synthetic methodology enabled us to easily prepare well-defined amphiphiles that differ
either in their hydrophilic block composition or in their hydrophobic dendron. The micelles of the different amphiphiles were
thoroughly characterized and their sizes, critical micelle concentrations, drug loading, stability, and cell internalization were
compared. We found that the micelle diameter was almost solely dependent on the hydrophobicity of the dendritic hydrophobic
block, whereas the enzymatic degradation rate was strongly dependent on the composition of both blocks. Drug encapsulation
capacity was very sensitive to the type of the hydrophilic block, indicating that, in addition to the hydrophobic core, the micellar shell
also has a significant role in drug encapsulation. Incubation of the spectrally active micelles in the presence of cells showed that the
hydrophilic shell significantly affects the micellar stability, localization, cell internalization kinetics, and the cargo release mechanism.
Overall, the high molecular precision and the ability of these amphiphiles to report their disassembly, even in complex biological
media, allowed us to directly compare the different types of micelles, providing striking insights into how the composition of the
micelle shells and cores can affect their properties and potential to serve as nanocarriers.

■ INTRODUCTION

Polymeric nano-assemblies, amongst them polymeric micelles,
have shown great potential as drug delivery systems (DDS) as
well as in many other biomedical applications.1−3 This is due
to the ability to dramatically increase the very low water
solubility of lipophilic drug molecules by encapsulating them
inside the hydrophobic cavities of the assemblies, simulta-
neously shielding them from the hostile biological environ-
ment. In addition, in many cases, these assemblies have sizes
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that allow passive accumulation in cancerous or inflamed
tissues due to the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR)
effect.4,5 Despite all advantages proven in numerous scientific
reports, there are still challenges to overcome to increase the
translation of polymeric DDS from academic research into the
clinic.6 Hence, it is essential to further conduct fundamental
research in this important area in order to gain deeper
understanding of the parameters that govern the stability and
functionality of such carriers and open the way for their
broader application in biomedicine.
It is clear that DDS should be, on one hand, extremely stable

to withstand the high dilution and interactions with blood
components in order to allow their circulation in the body
while maintaining their cargo of active drug molecules.7 On the
other hand, the carriers should be able to release the drugs
when the DDS has reached the target site.8−11 To address this
need, over the last three decades, there has been a great

interest in utilizing stimuli-responsive polymeric micelles as
DDS to allow selective release of their therapeutic cargo.12,13

There are many reported examples of polymeric micelles that
disassemble due to changes in pH,14−17 temperature,18−22 or
redox potential,23−26 while there are significantly fewer
examples of polymeric nanocarriers that can disassemble due
to the presence of a designated enzyme.27−30 Enzymes are very
appealing for triggering the disassembly of drug containing
micelles since they are already present in the body, known for
their high substrate specificity and in many cases specific
enzymes are overexpressed in diseased tissues.31−33 Polymeric
micelles are typically formed by the self-assembly of
amphiphilic diblock copolymers so that the hydrophobic
block forms the core and the hydrophilic block forms the
micellar corona. It is clear that in the biological environment,
most of the interactions between the micelle and its
surroundings occur through the micelle’s corona.34,35 It is

Scheme 1. Synthesis of (A) Thiol Containing Enzyme-Cleavable Hydrophobic End-Group, (B) Clickable Fluorescently
Labeled Enzyme-Responsive Hydrophobic Dendron, (C) Its Click Reaction with Terminal Azide-Functionalized Polymers to
Yield Linear-Dendron Block Copolymer Amphiphiles, and (D) Types of Hydrophilic Polymers Compared in This Work
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interesting to note that although most reported DDS are based
on poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG),36,37 the use of additional
types of promising hydrophilic polymers such as poly(2-
oxazoline)s38−40 and polyacrylates41 has also been reported,
inspired by the increasing human population that carries anti-
PEG antibodies leading to an immune-response upon
treatment with PEG-based therapeutics.42,43 To allow the
rational design of DDS, it is critical to compare and study the
behavior of different corona forming polymers in order to
rationally select the most suited hydrophilic block.44 For a
direct comparison between different hydrophilic polymers as
micellar shells, it is essential that the hydrophobic core-forming
block will be identical. Using dendrons as the hydrophobic
core forming block provides many advantages compared to
linear hydrophobic polymer blocks due to their well-defined
structure and monodispersity45−48 and hence can be ideal for
the purpose of the abovementioned comparison.
Here, we report the synthesis of clickable, fluorescently

labeled enzyme-responsive dendrons, which can be reacted
with a variety of azide-functionalized hydrophilic polymers. In
this work, we studied and compared three types of commonly
used hydrophilic polymers: PEG, poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)
(PEtOx), and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA). PEG and PEtOx,
which are noncharged polymers, were selected as they are
considered to be “stealth” polymers that minimize interactions
with native proteins and other biomolecules and hence
elongate circulation time of their conjugates in vivo.49−52

PAA is polyanionic at physiological pH and is much more
hydrophilic than the other two polymers. Because of the
comparative nature of this work, we decided to use polymers
with similar molecular weights of approximately 5 kDa. Each
type of polymer was clicked with two types of dendrons that
differ in their hydrophobicity containing either four hexyl or
four nonyl ester end-groups (Scheme 1). This allowed both
head-to-head comparison between the three hydrophilic
polymers and also to understand how altering the hydro-
philic/hydrophobic ratio affects the micelles that are formed
from each polymer.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Instrumentation. HPLC: All measurements were recorded on a

Waters Alliance e2695 separation module equipped with a Waters
2998 photodiode array detector. All solvents were purchased from
Bio-Lab Chemicals and were used as received. All solvents are of high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) grade. 1H and 13C
NMR: spectra were recorded on Bruker AVANCE I and AVANCE III
400 MHz spectrometers, as indicated. Chemical shifts are reported in
parts per million and referenced to the solvent. SEC: all measure-
ments were recorded on Viscotek GPCmax by Malvern using the
refractive index detector, and PEG standards (purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich) were used for calibration. Absorbance and fluorescence
spectra: measurements were recorded on a Tecan Infinite M200Pro
device or Agilent Technologies Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spec-
trometer. MALDI-TOF MS: analysis was conducted on a Bruker
AutoFlex MALDI-TOF MS (Germany). An α-cyano-4-hydroxycin-
namic acid matrix was used. High-resolution MS: analysis was
conducted on Autospec HRMS (EI) Micromass (UK) or Synapt
High Definition MS (ESI), Waters Inc. (USA). Dynamic light
scattering (DLS): all measurements were recorded on a Corduran
technology VASCOγparticle size analyzer. Confocal microscopy:
imaging was performed on a Zeiss LSM 800 confocal microscope,
using 63× plan-apochromat oil immersion objective. Flow cytometry:
analysis was performed using a spectral analyzer (Sony SA3800) flow
cytometer, 96/384w.

Materials. Poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether (5 kDa), allyl
bromide (99%), 3-mercaptopropionic acid (98%), 2,2-dimethoxy-2-
phenylacetophenone (99%), 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (99%), ethyl
α-bromoisobutyrate (98%), Fmoc-Lys(Boc)-OH (98%), N-hydrox-
ysuccinimide (NHS, 99%), copper(I) bromide (CuBr, 98%),
N,N,N′,N″,N″-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA, 99%), 3-
bromopropionic acid (97%), bovine serum albumin (BSA), Triton X-
100, porcine liver esterase (PLE), and Sephadex LH20 were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 1-Hexanol (98%) was purchased
from Acros Organics. Propargyl bromide (80% in toluene),
chlorotriphenylmethane (Trt−Cl, 98%), 4-nitrophenol (99%),
triethylsilane (98%), N,N′-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (99%), propargyl
amine (98%), tert-butyl acrylate (tBA, 99%), and anhydrous K2CO3
(99%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. 3,5-Dihydroxy benzoic acid
was purchased from Apollo scientific. Cy5-NHS was purchased from
Lumiprobe. Cystamine hydrochloride (98%), potassium hydroxide,
N,N-diisopropylethylamine, 1-nonanol, and sodium azide (NaN3)
were purchased from Merck. Silica gel (60 Å, 0.040−0.063 mm),
sodium hydroxide, anhydrous Na2SO4 (granular, 10−60 mesh),
piperidine (peptide synthesis), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF,
peptide synthesis), trifluoroacetic acid (HPLC grade), and all solvents
were purchased from Bio-Lab and were used as received. Deuterated
solvents for NMR were purchased from Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories (CIL), Inc. PrestoBlue and Dulbecco’s modified Eagle
medium (DMEM) with high glucose and pyruvate, fetal bovine
serum, trypsin with 0.25% EDTA, and penicillin−streptomycin were
purchased from Thermo Fisher. The dendrons and azide-function-
alized hydrophilic polymers were synthesized, as detailed in the
Supporting Information.

General Procedure for CuAAC Click Reaction between Polymer-
N3 and Dendron. CuBr (2 equiv with respect to polymer−N3) was
loaded in a 4 mL glass vial, which was sealed with a rubber septum.
The vial was deoxygenated by three vacuum-nitrogen cycles and
backfilled with nitrogen. In a separate 4 mL vial polymer−N3 (1
equiv), dendron (1.3 equiv) and PMDETA (2 equiv) were dissolved
in DMF (100−200 mg polymer/mL) and purged with nitrogen for 2
min. This mixture was added into the CuBr containing vial using the
nitrogen flushed syringe and needle. The vial was thoroughly vortexed
until clear green solution was obtained (approximately 30 s). The
reaction was stirred at room temperature for 1 h, filtered through
syringe filter [0.44 μm, hydrophilic poly(tetrafluoroethylene)],
purified using LH20 (Sephadex) size exclusion column, and eluted
with MeOH. Fractions that contained the product (identified by
bright yellow color) were unified, MeOH was evaporated to dryness,
and the product was dried on high vacuum. All polymers were
obtained as bright yellow solids.

CMC. Preparation of Diluent. Nile Red stock solution (0.88 mg/
mL in ethanol) was diluted into a phosphate buffer (PB) (100 mM,
pH 7.4) to afford a final concentration of 1.25 μM.

Preparation and Measurement of Samples. The polymer−
dendron amphiphile was directly dissolved in the diluent to give a
final concentration of 250 μM. Solution was vortexed vigorously until
the amphiphile completely dissolved and further sonicated for 15 min
in an ultrasonic bath. This solution was consecutively diluted by a
factor of 1.5 with the diluent to afford a series of 24 samples. 150 μL
of each sample were loaded onto a 96 well plate, and a fluorescence
emission scan was performed for each well. In order to determine the
amphiphile’s critical micelles’ concentration (CMC)the maximum
emission of Nile Red (at about 630 nm) was plotted versus the
amphiphile’s concentration. This procedure was repeated three times
for each amphiphile, and mean value is reported as the CMC and the
standard deviation as the measurement error.

Enzymatic Degradation Experiments. A micellar solution of the
tested amphiphile was prepared by directly adding PB (pH 7.4) to
solid polymer to a final concentration of 160 μM. The vial was
vortexed until full solubility was obtained and then placed in an
ultrasonic bath for 15 min. PLE stock solution or PB was added (30
μL into 1470 μL or 14 μL into 686 μL for HPLC or fluorescence
experiments, respectively, to yield the final PLE concentration of 1.4
μM), and degradation was followed at 37 °C either by monitoring the
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area under the peak of the parent amphiphile by HPLC or the
fluorescence emission at 540 nm. Each experiment was conducted
thrice, and the reported values in each time point are the mean valued
and the standard deviation is the error.
CPT and PTX Encapsulation Procedure. The tested amphiphile

was dissolved in MeOH (1 mg/mL). 1 mL of amphiphile solution was
mixed with 1 mL of drug solution (0.5 mg/mL in DCM). Solvents
were removed in vacuum forming a thin film layer, which was further
dried on high vacuum for 1 h. Then, 1 mL of PB was added, and the
vial content was stirred vigorously and placed in an ultrasonic bath for
30 min. The undissolved drug was filtered off using a syringe filter
(0.45 μm hydrophilic Nylon), and the clear solution was analyzed by
HPLC. The drug concentration was calculated by calibration curve at
360 nm for camptothecin (CPT) and 224 nm for paclitaxel (PTX).
Blood Protein Interaction: Micelle Incubation with BSA-Cy5. The

interaction between micelles and Cy5-labeled BSA was measured
using Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET). Micelles solution in
PBS (pH 7.4) at 145.5 μM was mixed with BSA (10% v/v labeled
with cyanine 5) at the 5.5 μM final concentration or with the same
volume of PBS. Each sample was 60 μL in final volume inside a 96-
well plate (flat-bottom, transparent, NUNC). The samples were
excited at the 420 nm wavelength, and a fluorescence spectra was
collected between 450 and 750 nm, with a 5 nm step. A reading was
performed for each well every 15 min for 5 h, with the initial time
point being approximately 15 min after BSA addition (or PBS,
respectively).
Cytotoxicity with PrestoBlue. The cellular toxicity was assessed

using the PrestoBlue assay (ThermoFisher). HeLa cells were seeded
at a density of 5000 cells/well in a 96-well plate (Nunc, transparent,
flat-bottom plate). After 24 h, micelles were added to the final
concentration of 160 μM in full DMEM. The same volume of PBS
was added in the negative control, while Triton X-100 0.01% v/v was
used as the positive control. The cells were incubated for 24 h at 37
°C 5% CO2, then PrestoBlue was added 10% v/v and incubated for 1
h at 37 °C 5% CO2. Fluorescence was measured in a multimode
microplate reader (Infinite M200 Pro from Tecan) by sampling the
emission from the bottom well at 600 nm, while exciting at 550 nm.
Each sample was taken in three replicates, distributed randomly on
each row (using randomizer.org). The signal was normalized using
the negative and positive controls between 0 and 100%, respectively.
Micelle Incubation with HeLa Cells (Microscopy). HeLa cells were

seeded at 30000 cells/well density in 8-well LabTek, 200 μL/well, 24
h prior to the experiment. Medium was changed with fresh DMEM
(10% FBS), and micelles were diluted 3× to the final concentration of
160 μM on the cells. Samples were imaged in a confocal microscope
at 37 °C, 5% CO2. The fluorescence signal with 405 nm excitation 1%
(diode laser, 5 mW) was acquired in two channels representing
unimers (446−500 nm) and micelles (526−589 nm), with equal gain.
Data analysis was carried out on Fiji ImageJ. Total fluorescence

images were obtained by summing unimer and micelle channels, then
applying “Cyan hot” lookup table. For ratiometric images, background
was removed using a mask obtained from the sum image that was
multiplied with unimer and micelle images. Ratiometric images were
obtained by dividing the background-removed unimer to micelle
images.
Flow Cytometry on HeLa Cells Incubated with Micelles. HeLa

cells were seeded in a 24-well plate at 120000 cells/well in 1 mL/well
24 h before the experiment. Micelles were added by diluting 3× to the
160 μM final concentration, for either 1 or 6 h of incubation. Cells
were washed 2× with warm PBS, then trypsinized with 250 μL/well
for 3−4 min at 37 °C, mixed with 750 μL/well full DMEM,
centrifuged 3 min at 180 g, and then resuspended in 1 mL/well warm
PBS.
The fluorescence spectra with 405 nm excitation was recorded for

8000−10000 cells per sample using a spectral analyzer (Sony
SA3800) flow cytometer. For data analysis, the spectral signal was
gated in two “channels” representing unimers (420−500 nm) and
micelles (550−700 nm).
Encapsulation Stability in the Presence of BSA. Micellar solution

of the tested amphiphile was prepared in PBS (176 μM).

Hydrophobic Cy5 derivative was added directly (2 μL/mL from 2
mM Cy5 solution in EtOH), and solution was thoroughly vortexed.
Then, 50 μL of either BSA solution (55 mg/mL in PBS) or PBS were
added into 450 μL of the above solution, and solution was vortexed to
obtain final concentrations of 160 and 4 μM for amphiphile and Cy5,
respectively, and 5.5 mg/mL for BSA. Absorbance of all final solutions
was measured at T0, and the emission spectra was recorded every 30
min for 2 h (λEx = 420 nm).

Imaging of Cy5 Release Experiments on HeLa Cells. Micelle
solution in PBS (480 μM) was mixed with Cy5 solution in ethanol (2
mM) to the final Cy5 concentration 12 μM. Mixture was vortexed and
filtered through nylon 0.45 μm syringe filters (PureTech). Then, each
solution was diluted with fresh DMEM (10% FBS) by three fold to
final micelle and Cy5 concentration of 160 and 4 μM, respectively.
Absorbance of each solution was measured in order to verify similarity
in concentrations. Imaging was performed similarly to the cell
internalization experiment. One field of view was followed for 1 h for
each sample. For 405 nm excitation (5 mW diode laser, 1%), the
acquisition was split in three channels representing unimer (400−500
nm), micelle (500−617 nm), and possible FRET fluorescence (656−
700 nm). For total Cy5 fluorescence, 640 nm excitation (5 mW diode
laser, 0.2%) was used, with 656−700 nm acquisition. Also, an
electronically switchable illumination and detection module (ESID,-
bright field-like) signal was acquired using a 488 nm (10 mW) diode
laser.

For image analysis (on Fiji ImageJ), regions of interest were drawn
manually either outside the cells or containing cell cytoplasm and
membrane, without the nucleus. Mean fluorescence inside cells and
median outside cells were plotted using GraphPad Prism.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Molecular Design and Synthesis. We chose 7-

(diethylamino)coumarin-3-carboxylic acid (7-DEAC) as the
fluorescent tag due to its excimer formation ability that allows
to distinguish whether the amphiphiles disassembled into
unimers or remained as micelles under various conditions.53,54

Once 7-DEAC dyes are forced to be in close proximity within
the micelles, their emission maxima shifts from 480 to ∼540
nm, and once the micelles disassemble, the emission shifts back
to 480 nm. Our synthetic methodology allows simple
preparation of libraries of amphiphilic diblock copolymers
that can be examined and compared in many aspects ranging
from micellar stability and enzymatic degradability to more
complex biological studies that are enabled due to the
dendron’s unique fluorescent response.
The synthetic route of the dendron is based on high yielding

converging synthesis (Scheme 1). The synthesis started from
the thiol−yne reaction55 between the AB2 branching unit and
pre-made thiol-functionalized degradable hydrophobic end-
groups, followed by coupling with a propargylated lysine-based
taggable unit for fluorescent labeling. The dendron was then
deprotected and labeled with the coumarin dye. In parallel,
PEtOx-N3 (5 kDa) with narrow molecular weight distribution
was synthesized by cationic ring opening polymerization of 2-
ethyl-2-oxazoline using methyl tosylate as the initiator and
terminated by sodium azide as previously reported.39,56 mPEG-
N3 (5 kDa) was synthesized from commercially available
mPEG-OH in three high yielding synthetic steps (Figure S21).
PAA-based amphiphiles were obtained by atom transfer radical
polymerization57 of tert-butyl acrylate using ethyl α-bromoiso-
butyrate as the initiator in the presence of CuBr and
PMDETA.58 After polymerization, the terminal bromide was
substituted with sodium azide. In the last step of the synthesis
of the amphiphiles, a copper(I)-catalyzed azide−alkyne
cycloaddition (CuAAC) between the hydrophilic polymers
and the labeled dendrons was carried out using the CuBr/
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PMDETA catalyst as reported by Matyjaszewski.59 All
polymers reacted neatly, and full conversion was confirmed
by 1H NMR spectroscopy and size exclusion chromatography
(SEC). Purification of the amphiphiles after the click reaction
was performed using preparative SEC, and all polymers were
obtained in high purity and yield. In the case of the PAA-based
amphiphiles, an additional deprotection step of the t-butyl
esters was performed. All final amphiphiles were characterized
by 1H and 13C NMR, HPLC, SEC (PAA injected in its
protected form), MALDI (except PAA), and UV−vis spec-
troscopy.
Micellization. Upon completing the synthesis of the six

amphiphiles, we studied their self-assembly in aqueous media
(PB, pH 7.4, at 37 °C). At first, the CMC of each polymer was
determined using the Nile Red method.60 The CMC values of
the amphiphiles with hexyl end-groups were determined to be
5 ± 1, 6 ± 1, and 10 ± 2 μM for PEtOx-Hex, PEG-Hex, and
PAA-Hex, respectively (Figures S42−S47). This elucidates the
tremendous effect of the hydrophobic block on the
thermodynamic stability of polymeric micelles. The CMC
values of the more hydrophobic nonyl amphiphiles were, as
expected, slightly lower than those of the hexyl polymers and
were determined to be 3 ± 1, 5 ± 1, and 9 ± 1 μM for PEtOx-
Non, PEG-Non, and PAA-Non, respectively. Even though
there is a substantial difference in the chemical composition of
the micelle coronas, the CMCs of the three amphiphiles in
each series are very similar with slightly higher CMC value for
the PAA-based amphiphiles, most likely due to the greater
hydrophilicity and repulsion of the charged PAA chains. Next,
we used DLS to measure the diameters of the different micelles
(Figure 1). The hexyl polymers self-assembled into micelles

with diameters of 20 ± 2, 21 ± 2, and 20 ± 4 nm for PEtOx-
Hex, PEG-Hex, and PAA-Hex, respectively, and the nonyl ones
into 28 ± 5, 26 ± 5, and 32 ± 5 nm for PEtOx-Non, PEG-
Non, and PAA-Non, respectively. It was fascinating to see the
similar sizes of the micelles despite the different hydrophilic
shells, demonstrating the key contribution of the hydrophobic
block in directing the self-assembly of these polymeric
amphiphiles into micelles.
Enzymatic Degradation Rate. After characterizing the

self-assembly of the amphiphiles, we studied the enzymatic
degradation rates of the six amphiphiles with PLE. PLE can
selectively cleave the ester bonds between the dendron and the
hydrophobic end-groups, exposing highly hydrophilic carbox-
ylic acids on the dendron chain ends. This enzymatically
induced modification will turn the polymer from amphiphilic

into fully hydrophilic and therefore should cause the
disassembly of the micelles (Figure 2A). Three methods
were used to monitor the degradation of the amphiphiles and
the disassembly of the micelles. Due to the high precision and
purity of the polymers, we could directly monitor the
degradation of the starting material and the appearance of
the degraded polymer using HPLC (Figure 2D,E, solid lines
and Figures S33 and S34). Simultaneously, we followed the
enzymatically induced disassembly by monitoring 7-DEAC
fluorescent response under the same conditions. Once an
amphiphile’s end-groups are cleaved, it becomes fully hydro-
philic and diffuses away from the micelle. This leads to a
decrease in 7-DEAC excimer formation, and this spectral
response can be quantified by measuring the decrease in
fluorescence emission at 540 nm and the increase at 480 nm
(Figure 2B−E, dashed lines). Finally, DLS was used to
determine whether micelles are present in solution before and
after 24 h incubation at 37 °C with or without PLE (Figure 1,
dashed lines). Notably, the nonyl amphiphiles showed high
stability in the presence of PLE even at concentration as high
as 1.4 μM. PEtOx-Non and PEG-Non showed approximately
10% degradation over 24 h, and around 20% degradation was
observed for PAA-Non (Figure 2E).
Strikingly, although the change in the hydrophilic to

hydrophobic ratio is relatively small for the nonyl and hexyl
series as reflected by the small differences in CMC values, the
hexyl-based amphiphiles were significantly more susceptible to
enzymatic degradation. While full degradation of PEG-Hex
required longer time than PEtOx-Hex, their t1/2 was almost
identical. PAA-Hex, in contrast, showed ultrafast response to
PLE and was fully degraded after less than 30 min (Figure 2D,
full lines). The faster degradation of the PAA amphiphile may
be related to the higher hydrophilicity of the PAA compared to
PEG and PEtOx, while the longer chain length of PEG-5k
compared to PEtOx-5k and/or the slightly better anti-fouling
behavior of PEG52 may be responsible for the slower
degradation of the PEG amphiphile. Fluorescence measure-
ments showed a decrease in the longer wavelength emission of
the micelle and increase in unimer emission, indicating that the
enzyme led to disassembly of the micelles. Excellent
correlations were observed between the degradation kinetics
obtained by HPLC and the decrease in fluorescence intensity
at 540 nm (Figure 2D,E), dashed lines), which is indicative of
the disassembly of the cleaved polymers into unimers. This
clearly demonstrates that, indeed, it is the cleavage of the
hydrophobic end-groups by the enzyme that caused the
micelles to disassemble. Last, DLS measurements after
incubation with PLE confirmed the disassembly of the hexyl-
based micelles, while the nonyl-based series stayed intact
(Figure 1, dashed lines). In the control experiments conducted
in the absence of PLE, all amphiphiles showed micelles with
similar sizes to the ones measured at t0 after 24 h incubation
(Figure 1, dotted lines, and Figures S48 and S49). The
similarities in CMCs and micelle sizes did not hint at the
extreme difference in enzymatic degradation kinetics between
the hexyl and nonyl polymers. The best example for this
difference is seen for the two PAA-based amphiphiles, whereby
PAA-Hex degraded in minutes while PAA-Non showed a very
limited degree of degradation even after 24 h of incubation.
This shows once more the tremendous effect of the
hydrophobic block on the micellar dynamics and the
importance of molecular precision when designing enzyme-
responsive polymeric amphiphiles.61,62

Figure 1. DLS measurements of the different micelles ([amphiphile]
= 160 μM) before (solid lines) and after 24 h incubation in PB 7.4
with (dashed lines) and without (dotted lines) PLE (1.4 μM) at 37
°C.
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Drug Encapsulation Capacity. Next, we investigated how
the different hydrophilic shells affect the micelles encapsulation
capacity for hydrophobic cargo. For this purpose, we chose the
widely used hydrophobic anticancer drug CPT, which has very
poor aqueous solubility. The CPT-loaded micelles were made
by the thin-film hydration method, as previously reported.63

Unencapsulated CPT was removed by filtration through a 0.45
μm filter, and the filtrate was analyzed by HPLC to determine
the drug concentration and the drug to polymer weight ratio.
The CPT encapsulation results for the hexyl series were 5 ± 1,
18 ± 3, and 8 ± 1 weight percentage for PEtOx-Hex, PEG-
Hex, and PAA-Hex, respectively (Figure 3A, black columns
and Table 1). Surprisingly, the nonyl series showed lower
encapsulation capacities of 1.0 ± 0.1, 14 ± 5, and 4.0 ± 0.3
weight percentages for PEtOx-Non, PEG-Non, and PAA-Non,
respectively (Figure 3A, pink columns). These results are in
good agreement with previous reports by Luxenhofer and co-
workers, who observed a reduction in drug loading capacity
upon increasing the hydrophobicity of the hydrophobic block
in poly(2-oxazoline)-based micellar nanocarriers.64,65 In both,
amphiphile series PEG micelles showed a higher encapsulation
capacity than PAA micelles while PEtOx micelles showed the
lowest encapsulation capacity. To determine whether the
encapsulation ability of the different polymers is general or
depends on the payload as previously suggested,66 we also
prepared formulations of another, slightly less, hydrophobic
anti-cancer drug, paclitaxel (PTX).67 Surprisingly, the trends
with PTX were completely different and PEtOx micelles
showed significantly higher encapsulation capacity than PEG
micelles and PAA micelles (Figure 3B and Table 1). It is
important to point out that the chemical composition of the
micellar core in each of the hexyl and nonyl series is
completely identical and, therefore, the observed differences

Figure 2. (A) Schematic representation of the enzymatic degradation of the hydrophobic end-groups turning the polymeric amphiphile into fully
hydrophilic polymers leading to micelle disassembly. Pictures of the fluorescence of PEG-Hex after 30 h incubation without (B) and with (C) PLE
demonstrating the system’s spectral response. Enzymatic degradation profiles of hexyl- (D) and nonyl- (E) based micelles as monitored by HPLC
(solid lines) and fluorescence spectroscopy (normalized decrease of emission intensity at 540 nm, dashed lines). [amphiphile] = 160 μM, [PLE] =
1.4 μM.

Figure 3. Encapsulation capacities of (A) CPT and (B) PTX in the
different micelles (in μM and drug/polymer wt %). [amphiphile] =
160 μM in PB 7.4.
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in encapsulation capacities are solely dictated by the different
micellar coronas. This may mean that the common way of
thinking and illustrating micelles with their hydrophobic cargo
trapped only inside the micelle core is not accurate and a
significant amount of the cargo might be in the corona,
solubilized also between the hydrophilic polymer chains.35,44,68

In addition, the hydrophilic corona may influence the core
packing and hydration, which can also influence the drug
encapsulation behavior for drugs with different hydrophobicity.
After comparing the observed trends in encapsulation
capacities, it is clear that the type of hydrophilic polymers
that are chosen for DDS should be carefully selected to fit with
the drug to be encapsulated.
Interaction with Blood Proteins. After analyzing the in

vitro properties of the six types of micelles, we moved on to
study how these structural features influence their biological
interactions. One of the first things that occur upon
introduction of nanoparticles into the bloodstream, in addition
to significant dilution, is the interactions with proteins and
their adsorption resulting in the formation of a protein
corona,69−72 which has been demonstrated to be key for
shielding DDS from the immune system.73 Therefore, we

investigated the interactions between the different micelles and
albumin, which is the most abundant serum protein,74 as an
initial evaluation of micelle−protein interactions. In order to
understand the differences in protein adsorption, we incubated
the micelles with BSA labeled with Cy5, which serves as a
FRET acceptor for the micelle fluorescence (and much less
with the shorter wavelength unimer’s fluorescence).54 FRET is
highly dependent on spatial proximity (1−10 nm)75 and
therefore the intensity of Cy5 emission qualitatively correlates
with the interaction between the micelles and BSA. BSA is
known to have hydrophobic regions that can interact with
unimers and therefore significantly destabilize the mi-
celles.76−78 This type of interaction translates into an increase
in the unimer emission (480 nm) and a decrease in micelle
emission (540 nm), as illustrated in Figure 4A and B. The
increase in the hydrophobicity of the dendron changes the
unimer−micelle equilibrium and decreases the interactions
between unimers and BSA, indicating an increase in micellar
stability (Figure 4C). PEtOx and PEG micelles showed overall
similar behavior with slightly weaker interactions of PEtOx
micelles with BSA indicated by a smaller peak of the FRET
signal. For both PEtOx and PEG hexyl micelles, there was a
moderate increase in the unimer emission, which is indicative
of their interaction with BSA (Figure 4C). Almost no changes
were observed for PEtOx and PEG nonyl micelles, which did
not show an increase in the unimer peak upon incubation with
BSA. On the other hand, PAA-Hex showed complete
disassembly due to interactions with BSA as indicated by the
total disappearance of the micelle fluorescence in addition to a
significant increase in the unimer signal intensity (Figure 4C
and D). The reason for this increase might be the change in
the 7-DEAC microenvironment that can influence its quantum
yield dramatically. PAA-Non also showed an increase in the
unimer signal intensity, but the micelle signal still partially

Table 1. Drug/Polymer Molar Ratio and Loading Capacity

molar ratio
([drug]/[polymer]) loading capacity [%]

CPT PTX CPT PTX

PEtOx-Hex 0.84 ± 0.16 3.09 ± 0.04 4.3 ± 0.9 29.2 ± 0.3
PEG-Hex 3.36 ± 0.53 0.54 ± 0.13 15.5 ± 2.4 6.7 ± 1.6
PAA-Hex 1.40 ± 0.19 0.59 ± 0.01 7.1 ± 1.0 7.3 ± 0.1
PEtOx-Non 0.24 ± 0.01 2.16 ± 0.50 1.3 ± 0.1 21.9 ± 5.1
PEG-Non 2.69 ± 1.01 1.53 ± 0.35 12.5 ± 4.7 16.6 ± 3.7
PAA-Non 0.77 ± 0.06 0.32 ± 0.03 3.9 ± 0.3 4.0 ± 0.3

Figure 4. (A) Illustration of the two main possible interaction pathways with Cy5-labeled BSA: interaction of BSA either with unimer (left) or
micelle (right). (B) Selected fluorescence emission spectrum with arrows highlighting the contribution of the different species to the spectrum. (C)
Fluorescence spectra of the micelles with (red lines) and without (blue lines) BSA-Cy5 and (D) zoom out into PAA amphiphiles emission spectra.
[amphiphile] = 160 μM, [BSA-Cy5] = 5.5 mg/mL, λEx = 420 nm.
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remains, and the Cy5 signal is the most intense amongst all
micelles, suggesting the strongest micelle−BSA interactions
among the different amphiphiles. To monitor the destabiliza-
tion of the micelles over time, we calculated the unimer to the
micelle fluorescence ratio (Figure S50). All ratios were nearly
constant during 5 h, except for PAA-Non, which showed an
increase in the unimer/micelle ratio. Overall, this suggests that
for all micelles, the interactions with BSA happen almost
immediately after addition, leading to various types and
degrees of interactions. While the more hydrophobic nonyl
micelles generally interact less with BSA, the PAA-Non showed
significantly stronger interaction of both micelles and unimers
with BSA.
Cell Internalization. After assessing the micellar stability

in the presence of BSA and confirming the lack of cytotoxicity
of the different micelles (Figure S51), the next step was to
investigate the internalization of the micelles into HeLa cells.
Therefore, the micelles were incubated with cells in full
DMEM medium (with 10% fetal bovine serum) at a final
micelle concentration of 160 μM and imaged with confocal
microscopy.
Upon 405 nm excitation, we could differentiate the assembly

states by separating the signal into two distinct channels: one
for the unimer signal (400−500 nm) and one for the micelle
signal (500−700 nm). Finally, we obtained total fluorescence
and ratiometric images, by either combining the two channels
or by dividing the unimer to micelle signal after background
removal. Images with total fluorescence allowed a direct
comparison of the internalization efficiency of the different
amphiphiles as unimers and/or micelles, also showing the
distribution inside different cellular compartments.
Ratiometric images allowed the visualization of the assembly

state of the amphiphiles within any given pixel, enabling a
deeper understanding of the behavior of the different micelles.
Looking at the total intensity inside the cells, we could see a

remarkable difference in the degree of internalization of the

different micelles (Figure 5A top row and 5B). The micelles of
PEtOx-Non and PEG-Non that were shown to be more stable
showed a very weak signal within the cells. While PEtOx-Hex
and PEG-Hex had similar distributions in intracellular vesicles,
PAA-Hex and PAA-Non bound mostly to the cell membrane
and had the most intense fluorescence emissions, similar to the
trend observed for the incubation with BSA. Thus, we can
assume that the hydrophilic block directs the cellular fate of
the micelles toward the endo-lysosomal compartments for
PEtOx and PEG and membrane-bound for PAA. Interestingly,
the relatively small change in hydrophobicity causes a notable
decrease in internalization efficiency for the nonyl micelles. To
assess whether this difference is due to disassembly of the
micelles outside or inside the cells, we analyzed the ratiometric
images (Figure 5A bottom row). For all amphiphiles except
PAA-Hex, the ratiometric analysis indicated the presence of
micelles outside the cells, while inside cells or on the cell
membrane, all amphiphiles were mostly in their unimer form
(Figure 5C). However, slightly more micelles were observed
inside the cells for the more stable PEtOx-Non and PEG-Non
(Figure 5B,C). We can assume that the less stable PAA
micelles disassembled outside the cells more readily into
unimers that could then intercalate into the plasma membrane.
For the polymers that were localized in endosomal vesicles, it
may be that they internalized as micelles and very rapidly
disassembled inside the endosomal vesicles into unimers. To
achieve higher degree of internalization and obtain more
intense fluorescence signal inside the cells, the experiment was
repeated with a longer incubation time of 6 h (Figure S52).
The longer incubation time indeed led to a stronger signal
within the cells, which was mostly observed in the unimer
channel. Although the ratiometric images indicated the
presence of unimers inside the cells, it is most likely that the
increased internalization cannot be attributed to the dis-
assembly of the micelles outside of the cells over time. This
assumption is based on the high micellar stability for PEtOx-

Figure 5. Internalization of micelles into HeLa cells after 1 h of incubation in DMEM with 10% FBS. Images show total fluorescence signal with
405 nm excitation (A, top row) or ratiometric images of unimer/micelle pixel ratio after background removal (A, bottom row). The green color
indicates the micellar form, and magenta indicates the unimer form. The scale bar is 10 μm. The median fluorescence for control areas (inside
nucleus as a negative control and in solution outside cells as a positive control) were plotted along with the mean fluorescence inside the cytoplasm
or in the membrane area (n = 8−10 cells) for either total fluorescence (B) or unimer/micelle ratio (C).
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Non and PEG-Non, which remained highly stable when
incubated with BSA, PLE, and outside of the cells. The degree
of internalization was further validated by spectral flow
cytometry after incubation times of 1 and 6 h using both
unimer and micelle channels (Figure S53).
Encapsulation Stability and Cargo Release in the

Presence of BSA and Cell Culture. In addition to the
crucial effect of micellar stability on the ability of the micelles
to retain their molecular cargo, one of the major drawbacks in
physical encapsulation of hydrophobic compounds is the
possibility of premature leakage, that is, before reaching the
tumor through passive targeting via the EPR effect, due to
migration of the cargo into native hydrophobic regions in the
surroundings of the carrier such as proteins or membranes.35,79

Hence, after studying the stability of the micelles, we evaluated
their ability to retain their cargo of hydrophobic molecules in a
biological environment. Therefore, another FRET-based
experimental setup was designed in order to study how
encapsulated hydrophobic cargo behaves in the presence of
BSA. A hydrophobic Cy5 derivative (Figure S17), which
served as a model for an encapsulated lipophilic drug, was
physically encapsulated within the different micelles, and non-
labeled BSA was added to the micellar solution. The
encapsulated Cy5-derivative undergoes significant FRET with
the fluorescence of the micelles while its migration from the
micelles to BSA or its precipitation due to micelle disassembly
into unimers should translate into a reduction in FRET
efficiency (Figure 6A).
Prior to the fluorescence measurements, the absorbance

spectra of all tested solutions containing micelles and BSA, as
well as the controls without BSA, were measured to verify that
the concentrations of the polymers and Cy5 were similar for all
solutions (Figure S54). Next, fluorescence spectra were
measured every 30 min over 2 h. Upon addition of BSA,

both PEtOx and PEG micelles showed a decrease of ∼30% in
FRET-related emission, while a slight increase in both the
micelle and unimer emission was observed (Figure 6B,C).
These results indicate that the majority of encapsulated Cy5
molecules remained entrapped inside the micelles as complete
Cy5 release would lead to a complete disappearance of the
FRET signal and a substantial increase in micelle fluorescence
would be expected. A slight increase in unimer emission is
attributed to the interaction of the micelles with the BSA, as
described above (Figure 4). Interestingly, the least stable PAA-
Hex micelles showed a significantly lower FRET signal in the
absence of BSA, which was sustainably reduced by 50% upon
the addition of BSA. In addition, a strong increase in the
unimer emission was also observed, indicating the low stability
of the PAA-Hex micelles and their tendency to disassemble
due to interaction with BSA. Unlike the PAA-Hex, the PAA-
Non-based micelles showed only a moderate decrease of ∼30%
of the FRET signal in the presence of BSA, similar to the PEG
and PEtOx micelles. The notable increase in the unimer
emission of the PAA-Non can again be attributed to the
stronger interaction with BSA (Figure 6A). The response to
BSA was extremely fast in this experiment as noted before in
the Cy5-labeled BSA assay, and no major changes were
observed over time, which is indicative of the high
encapsulation stability of the PEG, PEtOx, and PAA-Non
micelles (Figure S55).
Intrigued by the encapsulation stability of the micelles in the

presence of BSA, we decided to study the release of the Cy5
dyes in HeLa cell culture. Two possible mechanisms for the
release of physically encapsulated cargo from polymeric
micelles can be envisioned: (i) spontaneous leakage or (ii)
disassembly and release. Spontaneous leakage would leave the
micelles intact, while the Cy5 molecules would exit and
accumulate inside cells. On the other hand, disassembly based

Figure 6. (A) Illustration of the two main possible interaction pathways between micelles with encapsulated Cy5 and BSA. (B) Selected
fluorescence emission spectrum with arrows highlighting the contribution of the different species to the spectrum. (C) Fluorescence spectra of the
micelles with encapsulated Cy5 with (red lines) and without (blue lines) BSA and (D) zoom out into PAA-Hex emission spectra. [amphiphile] =
160 μM, [Cy5] = 4 μM, [BSA] = 5.5 mg/mL, λEx = 420 nm.
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release could occur outside the cells followed by internalization
of the unimers together with the released Cy5 dyes.
Alternatively, the Cy5 containing micelles could be internalized
followed by disassembly and cargo releasing in the endosomal
vesicles. Based on the inferior stability noted in all previous
experiments for the PAA micelles, we expected that the release
of encapsulated cargo would be significantly faster in the
presence of cells as a large fraction of PAA micelles
disassembled in the presence of HeLa cell culture. To study
the effect of micellar corona composition on the release
kinetics of hydrophobic cargo, we decided to prepare micelles
only from the more stable nonyl amphiphiles. The three types
of micelles were loaded with Cy5 and incubated with HeLa
cells. The same cells were followed for 1 h, measuring the
fluorescence of the unimer and micelle (excitation at 405 nm)
as well as directly following the Cy5 (excited at 640 nm,
Figures 7A and S57). For every time point, the fluorescence
was measured inside the cytoplasm of 10 cells and the mean

values were compared to the signal outside the cells (Figure
7B). This unique setup provided important new insights
regarding the behavior of the different micelles. By monitoring
the ratio of unimer/micelle fluorescence, the assembly state of
the amphiphiles in each pixel is revealed (Figure 7C). In
addition, the Cy5 channel enabled direct monitoring of the cell
internalization kinetics of the encapsulated cargo (Figure 7B).
We hypothesized that the combination of the ratiometric data
together with the direct tracking of Cy5 release would shed
light on the release mechanism of the different micelles. First,
we examined the assembly state of the micelles. As seen in the
previous internalization experiments (Figure 5), PAA-Non
micelles showed significant disassembly both outside and
inside the cells, which increased over time (Figure 7C).
As expected, the PEtOx-Non and PEG-Non micelles were

much more stable than the PAA-Non micelles and almost no
disassembly was observed, as indicated by the nearly constant
unimer/micelle fluorescence ratio (Figure S57). Therefore, we

Figure 7. Release of encapsulated Cy5 onto HeLa cells over time. (A) Fluorescence with 640 nm excitation is shown inside HeLa cells at different
time points for hydrophobic Cy5 encapsulated in micelles or free, in full DMEM (10% FBS), scale bar is 20 μm. The quantification of fluorescence
from confocal images with (B) as mean fluorescence intensity in the Cy5 channel, with 640 nm excitation or (C) 405 nm excitation is shown as
ratio of unimer/micelle signal. Regions of interest were manually drawn around cell cytoplasm, including the cell membrane and excluding the
nucleus; n = 10 cells. [amphiphile] = 160 μM, [Cy5] = 4 μM.
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were rather surprised to discover that the release and
internalization of Cy5 was significantly slower from PAA-
Non micelles compared with PEG-Non and PEtOx-Non.
While both PEtOx-Non and PEG-Non samples showed
dramatic increase in the Cy5 signal inside the cells, PAA-
Non showed delayed and more gradual increase, even though
its tendency to undergo micellar disassembly is much higher.
The results of these experiments demonstrate that lower
micellar stability does not always correlate with faster release
kinetics, and that disassembly of the carrier is not essential for
cargo release (Figure 8). Furthermore, these findings clearly
emphasize the importance of tracking both the carrier and the
cargo when studying the internalization mechanism and
kinetics of DDS.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we designed a highly modular approach for
preparing clickable spectrally active enzyme-responsive den-
drons with adjustable degree of hydrophobicity. The dendrons
were synthesized using a thiol−yne reaction and then
conjugated by the CuAAC click reaction with three different
hydrophilic polymers, namely PEG, PEtOx, and PAA, with
similar molecular weights, enabling us to prepare six
amphiphiles that differ either in the type of hydrophilic blocks
or the lipophilicity of the hydrophobic dendrons. The high
similarity of the hydrophobic blocks, which rises from the well-
defined structure of the dendrons, allowed a head-to-head
comparison of the effects of the hydrophilic blocks on the
supramolecular behavior of the amphiphiles. The CMCs of the
two series of amphiphiles were all below 10 μM and the nonyl
containing amphiphiles, which had a higher degree of
hydrophobicity, showed slightly lower values than the hexyl-
based ones. Interestingly, the micelles in each of two series
showed similar diameters, with the three amphiphiles bearing
the more hydrophobic nonyl-based dendron having larger
diameters than the hexyl-based ones. Unlike the CMCs and
mean micelle diameters, which were affected mostly by the
hydrophobicity of the dendrons, the enzymatic degradation
rates of the micelles were found to be strongly dependent on
both the hydrophilic and hydrophobic blocks. Drug
encapsulation capacities of the six micelles were very sensitive
to the type of the hydrophilic block, and the two drugs tested,
CPT and PTX, had substantially different degrees of loadings.

The drug loading results clearly indicate the importance of the
nature of the hydrophilic shell for the encapsulation of
hydrophobic drugs. In addition, the composition of the
hydrophilic block had a strong effect on the interactions of
both unimers and micelles with BSA, which in the case of PAA-
Hex led to the complete disassembly of the micelles. Cell
internalization experiments revealed a substantial difference in
the membrane binding and internalization rate between PAA
amphiphiles and the PEtOx and PEG amphiphiles. PAA-based
amphiphiles localized more on the cell membrane and
internalized to a greater extent than the PEG- and PEtOx-
based amphiphiles. In all cases, the more hydrophobic nonyl
amphiphiles internalized significantly more slowly than the
hexyl ones. Using a hydrophobically modified Cy5 dye as a
model for encapsulated drug molecules, it was interesting to
see its slower release and cell internalization in the case of the
less stable PAA-Non-based micelles, while much faster Cy5 cell
internalization was observed for the PEG-Non and PEtOx-Non
micelles, which seemed to self-assemble into significantly more
stable micelles. These encapsulation and release experiments in
cell culture revealed the complexity of studying release
mechanisms and the importance of directly tracking both the
carrier and the cargo. Overall, the ability to directly compare
micelles with different shells and the resulting comparative
results provide important fundamental insights into how the
composition of the shell and core of such polymeric micelles
can affect their properties and potential to serve as nanocarriers
for DDS.
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